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New Jersey online casinos have been around since 2013 and number more than two dozen. Everything from slots, video poker and table games to bingo, slingo, and live dealer is available at NJ online casinos.

Play NJ is your most trusted source on how to gamble online in New Jersey. This is where you’ll find the best NJ online casino bonuses, plus expert reviews, the latest gambling news, and more. Our NJ online casino list is updated frequently to highlight the best options for players while promoting only legal and regulated online gambling sites. Take advantage of the top casino apps in NJ and read on for more information.








Best Online Casino Bonuses in New Jersey May 2023
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                            Visit Betwhale Casino

                        

                    
            
            
                125% WELCOME BONUS

                Up to $1250 to bet on sports

            

            
                Betwhale Casino Review

                
                    
                         250% Slots + Table Bonus

                        150 Free Spins On Gorilla Or Buffalo Ways

                         50 Daily Boost For Your Massive Wins

                        Grab your 175% + 50 free spins 

                    

                

            

            
                PLAY NOW
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                                Visit Bally Casino

                            

                        

                    
            
            
                $30 bonus

                On Sign Up

            

            
                Bally Casino Review

                
                    
                        $30 Bonus On Sign Up

                        Up to $100 in Deposit Insurance

                        Use Promo Code: PLAYBONUS30


                    

                

            

            
                PLAY NOW
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                            Visit Virgin Casino

                        

                    

            

            
                $30 FREE

                On Sign Up

            

            
                Virgin Casino Review

                
                    
                        $30 Free On Sign Up

                        Up To $100 Cashback On First Deposit

                        Excellent Range of Games

                        Use Promo Code: 30BUCKS

                    

                

            

            
                PLAY NOW
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                            Visit Tropicana Casino

                        

                    
            
            
                $2,000 Bonus

                On Deposit

            

            
                Tropicana Casino Review

                
                    
                        100% Up to $2,000 On Deposit

                        Progressives, Slots, Table Games and more

                        Use Promo Code: PLAYBONUS

                    

                

            

            
                PLAY NOW
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                                Visit BETMGM Casino

                            

                        

                    

            

            
                $25 FREE

                On Sign Up

            

            
                BETMGM Casino Review

                
                    
                        $25 Freeplay® On Sign Up

                        100% Deposit Match up to $1,000

                        Use Bonus Code: Play NJ FREE

                    

                

            

            
                PLAY NOW
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                            Visit Caesars Casino

                        

                    

            

            
                25 Reward Spins

                On Sign Up

            

            
                Caesars Casino Review

                
                    
                        25 Reward Spins on Starburst

                        100% Up To $2,000 On Deposit

                        Use Promo Code: FREE25FS

                    

                

            

            
                PLAY NOW
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                            Visit Unibet Casino

                        

                    

            

            
                $1,000 BONUS

                On Deposit

            

            
                Unibet Casino Review

                
                    
                        50% Up To $1,000 On Deposit


                        New and Improved Site / App


                        New Casino Tournaments Feature!

                        Use Bonus Code: BONUS-MATCH
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                                Visit PlayStar Casino

                            

                        

                    

            

            
                Up to $500 Bonus

                + 500 Bonus Spins

            

            
                Playstar Casino Review

                
                    
                        100% Up to $500 on Deposit

                        500 Bonus Spins on Deposit

                        Slots, Live Casino, Blackjack, Roulette & more


                        To Claim: Click Play Now
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                            Visit DraftKings Casino

                        

                    
            
            
                $35 Casino Credits

                On Sign Up

            

            
                DraftKings Casino Review

                
                    
                        $35 Casino Credits on Sign Up

                        100% Match up to $100 (1x PTR) or


                        100% Match up to $2,000 (15x PTR)

                        To Claim: Click Play Now
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                                    Visit Betway Casino

                                

                            

                        

                    

            

            
                $1,000 Bonus

                100% Match On First Deposit

            

            
                Betway Casino Review

                
                    
                        100% Up to $1,000 On deposit

                        300+ Casino Games

                        To Claim: Click Play Now
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										Visit JuiceBet Sportsbook

									

								

							

					

					
            In Bonus Bets

						UP TO $1,000

						
					

					
						JuiceBet Sportsbook Review

						
							
                Free Live Streaming - Watch Live Games

								$1,000 Paid Back in Bonus Bets


								
								Use Bonus Code: PLAYBONUS


							

						

					

					
						Play Now

					

				

    
    
        

    




 










Atlantic City casino news

Updated May 18, 2023 

While ahead of last year's pace at this time, in-person gambling revenue at Atlantic City casinos in April was down from 2022.

All told, only two of the nine casinos saw year-over-year revenue growth. Ocean Casino Resort and Golden Nugget AC each enjoyed bumps in April revenue.

On the flip side, Borgata AC, the market leader, saw a nearly 6% decline year-over-year, the first month in 2023 in which the casino did not outperform the previous year. Similarly, for ust the third time since fall 2020, Hard Rock Atlantic City failed to report a year-over-year increase.





Newest online casino game

Where to play: Golden Nugget

Wheel of Fortune Power Wedges â€“ Like at any Atlantic City casino, Wheel of Fortune is very popular with NJ online casino players. Wheel of Fortune Power Wedges from IGT is the newest variation.

Betting is fixed at 40 lines and offers 1,024 ways to win. This slot title includes a MultiWay Xtra wins pay feature in which more than one matching symbol in the same column will multiply the award.

Additionally, this five reel game has a Wheel Bonus that will be triggered whenever two or more bonus scatter symbols appear in the third column.


 







Best casino bonus May 2023

Get a $1,025 bonus with Hard Rock

Our best online casino bonus for May 2023 is at Tropicana Online Casino, where you can you use the bonus code PLAYBONUS. You get a 100% deposit match bonus of up to $2,000 when you sign up and deposit.

One of the original online casinos in New Jersey, Tropicana relaunched in March 2023 and features playthrough requirements for this bonus: 10x for slots, 20x for video poker and 50x for all other games. Customers will have seven days to complete that task.




Recent NJ gambling news
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Not Just Where, But Why To Watch The 2023 Preakness Stakes In New Jersey

May 19, 2023
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Atlantic City Casinos Can't Shake Winter Chill In April As Revenue Dips

May 18, 2023
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NJ Sports Betting Continues Monthly Slide In April With Dog Days Of Summer Looming

May 17, 2023
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Second-Best Month Ever Sends NJ Online Casinos Over $6 Billion Mark In Lifetime Revenue

May 16, 2023



 















The best NJ online casino sites

There are more than two dozen online casinos available in New Jersey as of May 2023. All of them are regulated by the NJ Division of Gaming Enforcement and as such must adhere to strict standards on safety, security, and game integrity. However, each app and gambling site has a feature that stands out among the crowd. Here our editors highlight the best of the best and then outline why these online casinos rank as high as they do:

	Hard Rock - Best for live dealer
	Bally Casino - Best for new casino players
	Virgin Casino - Best for game variety
	Tropicana Casino - Best for table games
	BetMGM Casino - Best for new slot titles
	Caesars Casino - Best for rewards















 







Hard Rock Casino

[image: Hard Rock Casino NJ online]

Bonus: Get $25 bonus spins + up to $1,000

Promo code: PLAY25





Why we like Hard Rock Casino

Just like at the popular Atlantic City property, Hard Rock online casino offers a strong selection of slots and table games, including the latest live dealer content. American Roulette Live offers the option of playing the popular table game at the same time as in-person players at Hard Rock Hotel & Casino in Atlantic City.

If slots are more your thing, Hard Rock online casino offers some strong promos including daily bonus spins on Donuts. Gamblers can rack up Wild Card tier credits and comp dollars for that next Hard Rock Atlantic City visit.

Visit Hard Rock Casino








 







Bally Casino
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Bonus: Get $30 bonus + up to $100 Bonus Play on deposit

Promo code: PLAYBONUS30





Why we like Bally Casino

The new kid on the block, Bally Casino boasts a good variety of slots and table games, including everybody's favorite online roulette and some high-stakes blackjack. The Guns â€˜n’ Roses and Jimi Hendrix-themed slots will please more than just rock music fans.

And if you like jackpots, the big progressive jackpots on titles like Mercy of the Gods and Divine Fortune should draw crowds. Bally Casino puts a big focus on its mobile app which is sleek and easy to use, and offers a variety of deposit options that give it a leg up.

Visit Bally Casino








 







Virgin Casino

[image: Virgin Casino]

Bonus: Get $30 bonus spins + $100 rebate

Promo code: 30BUCKS





Why we like Virgin Casino

If you're not familiar with the Virgin brand you probably should be. Virgin Casino has actually been around for years offering a decent variety of online slots like Baywatch, Queen of the Tree Folk, Epic Monopoly II, and table games including both Atlantic City- and Vegas-themed blackjack.

The welcome bonus that includes $30 bonus on sign-up is great and you'll also be able to take advantage of Virgin's VIP loyalty program right out of the gate. There's a decent app, an adequate customer support team, and Virgin also makes banking relatively easy.

Visit Virgin Casino








 







Tropicana Casino

[image: Tropicana Welcome bonus & Tropicana Casino bonus code for new users in New Jersey]

Bonus: Get a 100% match up to $2,000

Promo code: PLAYBONUS 





Why we like Tropicana Casino

Tropicana Casino is one of the founding fathers for online casino gaming in New Jersey, going live with the first wave of NJ online casinos in 2013. Now operating with a new platform and bonus offer, Tropicana has revamped its offerings by using the previous platform of Caesars NJ Casino. The great news: If you were a previous player with Caesars, the new Tropicana software will still remember you as a player.

The Tropicana mobile app is smooth and easy to use, with over 100 slots and 10 tables games. The desktop version features more gaming options, with hundreds of slots and a few dozen table games. Plus, live dealer is still available. Tropicana has revitalized its library of titles thanks to deals with top game providers NetEnt, IGT, High 5 Games and Konami, among others.

Visit Tropicana Casino








 







BetMGM Casino

[image: betmgm casino]

Bonus: Get $25 bonus spins + up to $1,000

Promo code: PLAYNJFREE





Why we like BetMGM Casino

The MGM name says it all here, and BetMGM Casino really has it all - on the website and on the app. That includes everything from New York Jets-themed blackjack and roulette to hugely popular slots like the MGM Grand Millions game and Bison Fury. There are even Mirage- or Bellagio-themed titles paying homage to the brand's popular Vegas properties.

Add in access to the M life Rewards program that you can use at Borgata and a near-constant selection of daily and weekly promotions, and BetMGM Casino is ready to compete for your business.

Visit BetMGM Casino








 







Caesars Casino
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Bonus: Get $10 bonus spins + up to $2,000

Promo code: FREE25FS





Why we like Caesars Casino

Caesars has a great app, a growing game library with live dealer tables, and popular slots like Cleopatra and Divine Fortune. It's also got most table games, decent customer support, and a good variety of deposit options.

However, the big reason to play with Caesars online is the added bonus of being able to earn Caesars Rewards while you do it. It's one of the best online casino loyalty programs out there. The points will always come in handy for those trips to Atlantic City or Las Vegas.

Visit Caesars Casino












How we rank the best sites in NJ

Determining the best online casinos in NJ requires looking at many factors about the apps, the games, and the user experience. We use the following criteria at Play NJ:

Bonuses: We look for who has the biggest and best bonuses in the state, including how easy it is to actually get your hands on the bonus credits and the playthrough requirements.

Mobility/apps: We know that the majority of online play is done on the go. As such, we focus on the functionality of the apps as well as how many of the app’s best games have made the leap to mobile.

Customer support: It matters if the site has a friendly customer support team, but we also keep in mind their availability for questions on a day-to-day basis. We also note their history of dealing with different issues and their contact options.

Deposit options: We look for who has the most banking options, but there’s more, including how functional these options are and ultimately how quick and easy it is to get money on and off NJ online casino sites.

Game library: A site that has a lower or limited number of games also limits the player from finding a game they like or prefer. Knowing who has the best games is one thing, but variety matters when it comes to a good gaming experience.



Why you can trust us





 Our team experience



 




The writers, editors and analysts at Play NJ have a combined 25-plus years of experience and have been featured in multiple publications. We are the experts on NJ online gambling and casino history. We frequently provide analysis on the NJ online casino industry and have contributed to several reports featured in The Press of Atlantic City, ESPN, the New York Post, Huffington Post and Forbes.








 Knowledge and history



 




As a licensed affiliate site, Play NJ became part of the scene in 2014 just as online casinos launched. We have been involved in all elements of the state’s legal gambling industry ever since.

From the rise and fall of Revel Casino, to the record-setting growth of online casinos, to the opening of Hard Rock and Ocean Casino in AC, and the launch of legal sports betting, Play NJ has been an integral part of it all.








 Safety and responsibility



 




Your safety is our top priority and as such, we only review legal NJ online casinos that are regulated by the NJ Division of Gaming Enforcement. These sites are required by law with the DGE’s oversight to keep your account secure and the games fair.

We also promote and support all responsible gambling efforts as a matter of course in our writing and content. You can learn about your options for help with gambling addiction on this page.








 Keeping up to speed



 




News changes on a dime. A new online casino launches, the state legislature discusses a gambling rule change, a voter referendum goes sour - all of this plays a part in our efforts to refine, update, and fact-check content throughout Play NJ.

Every news article is thoroughly edited for accuracy and clarity, and is independent of our affiliations with gambling companies. You can read about our editorial policies here.













Learn how to play casino games
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Why choose NJ casinos

1. Better odds

Hands down, the average odds for popular games like blackjack, craps, roulette, and many other offerings are simply better than average online. New Jersey’s online casinos know that their competition is just a click away, and that forces them to be very competitive with the rules and paybacks they offer.

2. Play more games with lower limits

There is virtually no limit to the number of games an online casino can host. And instead of going from casino to casino on the boardwalk or marina, you can hop from site to site in seconds. Online, you’ll have access to games that few - or no - casinos offer, including unique slots, variants on video poker and blackjack, and roulette games you may have never seen before. And since it’s online, betting minimums start at pocket change - not $5 or $10 a hand or spin.

3. Safe and legal[image: ]

Unlike shady offshore gambling sites, the sites we list at Play NJ are all completely legal. They are regulated by the same agency - the Division of Gaming Enforcement - that regulates the casinos in Atlantic City. And all of the online gambling sites we list are operated by, or in partnership with, an Atlantic City casino.

4. Shared wallet across verticals

Players have access to a shared wallet and the funds are available for casino play, poker, sports betting, and in some cases, daily fantasy sports. Plus the majority of apps are built on integrated platforms, so transferring from NFL odds to blackjack to Texas hold’em is typically a click away.

5. Convenient

Playing at your NJ online casino of choice is about as convenient as it gets. As long as you are within Garden State lines, the apps should work (a weak WiFi signal could slow down the process).









NJ online casino FAQ





 Are online casinos legal in New Jersey?



 




Yes, online casinos are perfectly legal in NJ. In February 2013, New Jersey passed a law allowing licensed Atlantic City casinos to offer online casino games. Of course, only sites that are approved and licensed by the New Jersey Division of Gaming Enforcement are legal.








 What is the highest paying online slot in NJ?



 




Divine Fortune has awarded more jackpot money than any other slot at NJ online casinos. The NetEnt-designed progressive slot has paid out some of the biggest jackpots in NJ online casino history, including a nearly $200,000 jackpot won at PlaySugarHouse (now BetRivers) in April 2022. The slot is featured at almost every online casino in the state.








 How many online casinos are in New Jersey?



 




30. The Division of Gaming Enforcement keeps a list of approved Internet gaming sites here.








 Can you gamble online in NJ?



 




Yes, online gambling is legal in New Jersey. Approved gaming sites in New Jersey include a variety of online casinos, poker sites, bingo sites, and sportsbooks. That means, if you're 21 or older, you can play casino games, poker, and bet on sports online.








 Do I need to live in New Jersey to play at an online casino?



 




No. You have to be inside the state of New Jersey to gamble with licensed online casinos, but you don’t necessarily have to live here.

That means visitors from outside the state can play. They can even set up their accounts and make deposits from out of state, then gamble online the minute they cross the state line into NJ. All legal casino sites come equipped with geolocation software to verify your location before letting you play.








 Do I have to pay taxes on my winnings?



 




Yes, online winnings are fully taxable. That means you have to include online gambling winnings in your "net gambling winnings” on your New Jersey Gross Income Tax return. However, you can also deduct any losses. Here’s more on NJ gambling taxes.











NJ online casinos snapshot

	Date legalized: Feb. 26, 2013. The New Jersey Legislature legalized online gambling and Gov. Chris Christie signed it later that same day.
	Launch date: Nov. 21, 2013. NJ's first online casinos opened as a part of a synchronized launch.
	Legal gambling age: 21
	Most popular online casino game: Blackjack, Live Dealer Blackjack
	Most popular online slot: NetEnt's Starburst slot is a classic that has become the most popular online slot in the world. It is a low volatility game with a 96.09% RTP making it almost infinitely playable.
	Top NJ casino sites: Hard Rock, Virgin, Bally
	Number of legal online casinos: 30
	Number of Atlantic City casinos: 9
	Number of NJ racetracks: 3
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Bet with your head, not over it. Call 1-800-GAMBLER if you have a gambling problem.

21+: play-nj.com and all content herein is intended for audiences 21 years and older.
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